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Abstract: Feature selection is a popular topic. The main approaches to deal with it fall into the three
main categories of filters, wrappers and embedded methods. Advancement in algorithms, though
proving fruitful, may be not enough. We propose to integrate an explainable AI approach, based
on Shapley values, to provide more accurate information for feature selection. We test our proposal
in a real setting, which concerns the prediction of the probability of default of Small and Medium
Enterprises. Our results show that the integrated approach may indeed prove fruitful to some feature
selection methods, in particular more parsimonious ones like LASSO. In general the combination of
approaches seems to provide useful information which feature selection algorithm can improve their
performance with.
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Feature selection is an area of research of great importance in machine learning. At
the end of the last century, when a special issue on relevance including several papers
on variable and feature selection was published [1], very few domains used more than
40 features in their models ([2]). The situation has changed drastically over the years, due
to the increased capability to collect more data and to process multidimensional data. The
problem with these developments is that, with so many dimensions, we also introduce many
irrelevant or redundant features and often we have comparably few training examples.
This hinders the ability of the model to generalize to predictions [3] and, also, it increases
its complexity, therefore its cost. Furthermore, there are many potential advantages in
performing an effective feature selection: easier data visualization and explanation, lower
requirements for measuring and storing data, lower training and utilization time, more
easily performed sensitivity analysis. Moreover, feature selection helps to reduce the risk of
incurring in overfitting due to the curse of dimensionality, and this increases performance
and robustness.
In the available literature, there are a variety of methods which perform feature selection but there is no single method which is appropriate for all types of problems. The
main directions that have been taken to tackle the issue originally divide into wrappers,
filters and embedded methods (see Stanczyk, 2015 [4]), up to more innovative approaches
like Swarm Intelligence (see for instance Brezočnik et al. [5]) and similarity classifier used
in combination with a new fuzzy entropy measure in signal processing (see Tran, Elsisi,
Liu [6]). Wrappers utilize the chosen machine learning model to score many different
subsets of variables according to their predictive power, in an often greedy and computationally intensive approach; filters select the variables of interest as a pre processing
step, independently of the chosen predictor; embedded methods are peculiar to certain
kinds of models which perform variable selection in the process of training. Each of these
approaches has its strengths and weaknesses, which make them suitable or not for a specific problem. Many algorithms have been developed, especially in the wrapper field, to
improve selection robustness and relevance, but increase in the complexity of algorithms
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limits the effectiveness of the proposal. What would be interesting, instead, is looking for
an integrated approach, and see if a contamination of methods can actually bring some
benefit and improvements to feature selection.
Our contribution with this paper is to try and improve feature selection by combining
the Shapley value framework (SHAP for brevity) with different feature selection approaches.
We do this in order to take advantage of its many desirable properties (Lundberg et al.,
2017 [7]): local accuracy, missingness and consistency, in their role of variable importance
determination, adding to the literature that employs Shapley values a post-processing
phase (see for instance Bussman et al., 2020 [8] and Gramegna and Giudici, 2020 [9]).
We show that SHAP can indeed extract futher information from the nexus data-predictive
model, and that such information can be useful in selecting relevant features.
Our proposal will be tested on a real dataset, provided by the fintech company MonAI,
which among other things provides eXplainable credit scores to SMEs and professionals,
using both traditional and alternative data. The aim of the application is to be able to select
an adequate number of features, so to have a model which is both well explainable and
performing, in the setting of probability of default prediction for the considered companies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The “Data and methods” section
provides an overview of the data employed and of the tested methods. The “Results”
section presents our results. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are indicated
in “Conclusion and future work” section.
2. Methods
2.1. Data
The data we use to test our methodology is quite traditional, being balance sheet data
from the last six years belonging to italian SMEs. We can find all the classical balance sheet
entries, together with some composite indexes (e.g., leverage, Return on Sales—these will
be masked with the letter V and numbers from 1 to 30). In a pre processing step, we have
eliminated some linear combinations inherently present in the data (as done in filter methods).
As a result, we have 49 features.
We then employed statistical tools to deal with strongly unbalanced classes (e.g., Lin
et al. (2017) [10]), since defaults were slightly more than 1%, and to remove time-specific
factors. More specifically, we employed data encompassing five years (2015 to 2019),
comprising more than two millions of SME observations, keeping all the defaulted cases
and randomly sampling a group of non-defaulted firms equal to about 10000 for each
year. With the remaining observations we build 5000 clusters per year and employ the
cluster medoids as input observations (the same way we did it in Gramegna and Giudici,
2021 [11]). This brought down class imbalance from about 100:1 to 5:1, allowing the model
to better frame risk patterns and give more amplitude to probability estimation. The above
procedure has led us to a training dataset of about 139,000 observations, with 27,200 defaults;
the entire year 2020 was left out from pre processing in order to have a clean, validation set
to test our proposed methods. We performed stratified sampling for training and testing
set to maintain the balance for the positive and negative class of the Y variable.
2.2. Models
2.2.1. LightGBM
To learn the default pattern from the data and be able to provide a probabilistic estimate
for each observation, we use an improved implementation of XGBoost (Chen and Guestrin,
2016 [12]), called LightGBM. This is a gradient boosted tree model very similar to XGBoost,
which features the suggestions of Ke G., Finley T., et al. [13] which strongly increase
efficiency and scalability, greatly improving the standard gradient boosting tree model
(by about 20 times). LightGBM, on the top of featuring a light and fast implementation,
differs from other gradient boosted tree models in that while other algorithms grow trees
horizontally, LightGBM algorithm grows them vertically, meaning it grows leaf-wise
while other algorithms of the family grow level-wise. LightGBM chooses the leaf with
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the largest loss to grow the next tree: in doing so, it can lower loss more than a level
wise algorithm, since it originates less redundant leaves. It also employs binarization
of continuous variables, which reduces computation time a lot because there is no need
to evaluate the entire range of the continuous variables and to run dispendious sorting
algorithms. This way of working also makes it less suitable for small datasets, where it can
easily overfit due to its sensitivity. All the above elements make lightGBM suitable to us, as
we need to run the model multiple times, and on a rather big dataset.
2.2.2. SHAP
The SHAP framework has been proposed by Lundberg, 2017 [7] adapting a concept
from game theory (Shapley (1952) [14]), and has many attractive properties. With SHAP,
the variability of the predictions is divided among the available features; in this way,
the contribution of each explanatory variable to each point prediction can be assessed
regardless of the underlying model (Joseph (2019) [15]). From a computational perspective,
the SHAP framework returns Shapley values which express model predictions as linear
combinations of binary variables that describe whether each covariate is present in the
model or not.
More formally, the SHAP algorithm approximates each prediction f ( x ) with g( x 0 ), a
linear function of the binary variables z0 ∈ {0, 1} M and of the quantities φi ∈ R, defined
as follows:
M

g(z0 ) = φ0 + ∑ φi zi0 ,

(1)

i =1

where M is the number of explanatory variables.
Lundberg, (2018) [16] has shown that the only additive method that satisfies the
properties of local accuracy, missingness and consistency is obtained attributing to each
variable xi0 an effect φi (the Shapley value), defined by:
φi ( f , x ) =

∑0
0

z ⊆x


| z 0 | ! ( M − | z 0 | − 1) ! 
f x (z0 ) − f x (z0 \ i )
M!

(2)

where f is the model, x are the available variables, and x 0 are the selected variables. The
quantity f x (z0 ) − f x (z0 \ i ) expresses, for each single prediction, the deviation of Shapley
values from their mean: the contribution of the i-th variable.
We will use SHAP values as transformed data input to feed to feature selection
methods and see how it compares with feature selections made on the original data values.
2.3. Feature Selection
2.3.1. Stepwise Feature Selection
It is a wrapper algorithm well-known in the statistical and data science communities.
It performs a classical greedy approach which tests the predictive performance of different
subsets of variables in a stepwise fashion. This because optimisation methods based on best
subset selection quickly become intractable and prone to overfitting when p is large. Unlike
best subset selection, which involves fitting 2 p models, forward stepwise selection involves
fitting one null model, along with p − k models in the kth iteration, for k = 0,..., p − 1. This
amounts to a total of 1 + p( p + 1)/2 models. This is a substantial difference: when p = 20,
best subset selection requires fitting 1,048,576 models, whereas forward stepwise selection
requires fitting only 211 models.
Here we use an adaptation of the stepwise approach which evaluates the feature
covariates in terms of predictive performance and is allowed to go in both directions when
sequentially adding the variables. Basically, after adding each new variable, the method
may also remove any variables that no longer provide an improvement to the model fit.
Such an approach attempts to more closely mimic best subset selection while retaining the
computational advantages of forward and backward stepwise selection. The details of the
algorithm are described in Introduction to Statistical Learning, by James, Witten, Hastie and
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Tibshirani [17]. This feature selection method, being a wrapper, has the benefit of being
“supervised”, in the sense that we evaluate the performance of the variables directly on
the output, so it is generally quite effective in identifying the most important variables.
The cons are of course the computation cost which, though not as high as for best subset
selection, is still something to consider; another downside of the method is that, differently
from best subset selection, you are not guaranteed to select the best possible variables in
term of predictive power, since this depends on the starting point and gradual inclusion
of the variables, though parallel progressive exclusion of newly redundant variables does
help in minimizing the problem.
2.3.2. LASSO
The Lasso method, short for Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator, is a
linear model proposed by Tibshirani in 1995. It minimizes the residual sum of squares
subject to the sum of the absolute value of the coefficients being less than a constant;
because of the nature of this constraint it tends to produce some coefficients that are set
exactly to 0 and therefore gives interpretable models. More formally, lasso regression adds
“absolute value of magnitude” (L1 penalty) of coefficient as penalty term to the loss function,
as we can see at the end of the below equation
n

p

p

i =1

j =1

j =1

∑ (yi − ∑ xij β j )2 + λ ∑ | β j |.

(3)

On the contrary, ridge regression, as a shrinkage method, adds “squared magnitude”
of coefficients as a penalty term to the loss function (L2 penalty)
n

p

p

i =1

j =1

j =1

∑ (yi − ∑ xij β j )2 + λ ∑ β2j

(4)

Tibshirani’s simulation studies suggest that the lasso enjoys some of the favourable
properties of both ridge regression and subset selection [18], making it an important
example of embedded feature selection, which we will use in our application. LASSO has
the advantage of having a low computation cost, since it is the cost of estimating regression
parameters subject to penalty term; furthermore, it builds parsimonious models. On the
other hand, it doesn’t necessarilty select the most informative features and sometimes the
variables selected are just too few.
2.3.3. BORUTA
The last feature selection methods we will employ is of particular interest because,
in the implementation we will use, it already uses SHAP values within its algorithm to
evaluate the importance of features. Boruta is a wrapper built around the random forest
algorithm [19], based on two main ideas. The first is to generate “shadow features” by
perturbing the original features to create a randomized version of them. These shadow
features are then added to the model as further covariates and the threshold for variable
importance becomes the highest of these shadow features, according to the intuition that
a feature is useful only if it is capable of doing better than the best randomized feature.
The second idea is to iterate the outlined process n times and use the binomial distribution
to evaluate the importance of the feature in a probabilistic manner; that is, if it passes the
threshold or not, in n trials (see Kursa et al., 2010 [20]).
Using SHAP instead of classical metrics of feature importance, such as gain, split count
and permutation, can be e a nice improvement because SHAP values have proprieties, as
we have seen, that allow to assess variable importance in a more thorough and consistent
way.
Thanks to the above processes, Boruta is a wrapper with a somewhat different flavour
with respect to other wrapper feature selection algorithms. The idea of the shadow features,
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combined with SHAP importance as feature score, allows it to be very effective in selecting
relevant variables. Nevertheless, it’s computation cost is high, since it is the cost of running
the base model, estimating SHAP values and then iterate n times to perform the t-test. It
also does not build parsimonious models, since it will select variables which deliver every
bit of information. It is great if your goal is to eliminate noise.
3. Results
To compare the three proposed feature selection methods, we have applied them both
to the regular dataset, with actual observations for each variable, and to a dataset made up
of the SHAP values corresponding to each observation. The dimension of the data is the
same in both cases.
We have then obtained the selected features under each of the three methods and for
both versions of the dataset, then used a LightGBM model to assess the predictive power
of the subsets.
Before comparing the performance of the 3 × 2 considered feature selection models,
we remark that the performance of the LightGBM model with all the available 49 features,
as measured by the Area Under the Curve (AUC) calculated on the test set, is equal to AUC
= 0.8706, with an F1 score of 0.5451. We highlight that we used the mean default probability
as cutoff value to binarize the target variable for simplicity of comparison; there may be
some other threshold that better maximise F1 score.
In the Table 1 we can see the Area Under the Curve (AUC) values for each of our
proposed feature selection algorithms.
Table 1. Predictive performance of the compared feature selection methods

Method

n. of Features

AUC

F1 Score

LASSO Regular
LASSO SHAP
Bi-directional feature selection Regular
Bi-directional feature selection SHAP
Boruta Regular
Boruta SHAP

7
15
27
33
26
45

0.8047
0.8625
0.8674
0.8689
0.8699
0.8721

0.5156
0.5571
0.5496
0.5569
0.5581
0.5589

The above table empirically shows the well known trade off between explainability
(better for models with fewer features) and predictive accuracy (better for models with more
features). For instance, the model with only seven features selected is easier to explain but
performs worse than the others. Indeed, LASSO applied to the original data is the model
that leads to only seven features. This is due to the fact that it is the most parsimonious
and that the marginal improvement in performance of adding a feature is lower than with
other methods, as features that contribute the most are selected first.
The Lasso method applied to the SHAP dataset looks more appealing: it selects fifteen
features, much less than the original 49, and with a performance that is almost as good as
that obtained with the full dataset. In addition, we can take advantage of its computational
speed, due to its belonging to the embedded family.
Figure 1 compares the ROC curves obtained with the two LASSO methods: that on
the original data, and that based on Shapley values.
ROC curve comparison in Figure 1 reinforce the previous comment: the LASSO on the
SHAP values performs better than that on the original data.
We now move to stepwise feature selection, which compares the performances of
adding/deleting a variable feature, trying to reduce the search space. The previous table
shows that the selected number of features is quite similar with both datasets, with number
of variables selected from the SHAP data being slightly higher than those selected on the
original data (33 against 27). The performances are also quite similar, as we expect dealing
with this kind of data and with a relatively high number of selected variables.
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Figure 2 compares the AUC performance of the stepwise method, for either datasets
(original or SHAP), as the number of variables increase.
From Figure 2 we can see that the stepwise method on the SHAP data is quicker in
achieving a high performance.

Figure 1. Performance of columns selected with LASSO.

We now consider the third feature selection method, Boruta. From the previous table,
the number of features selected is quite different for the two considered datasets (original
and SHAP). In particular, the feature selection made on the SHAP dataset leads to a model
which is almost the same as the full set. Precisely, it has four less variables (45 vs. 49) and,
therefore, it manages to remove some noise; nevertheless, it performs very little selection.
The same cannot be said for the selection made on the regular original set, where we see
basically the same predictive performance as with all variables with just twenty six features.
The apparent disadvantage of using SHAP values, which appears only for the Boruta
method, can be explained by the fact that Boruta already uses SHAP and, therefore, using
it twice is not of advantage since, as we said in the description of Boruta feature selection
algorithm, this method is capable of picking up even the slightest bit of information from a
variable, and the transformed SHAP dataset is made in a way that virtually every variable
carry some more information with respect to base dataset.
We also consider the variables which were effectively selected by different methods by
making a comparison between the overall most selected variables and overall least selected
ones in Figure 3. The methods were generally consistent in their selection, meaning that the
more parsimonious methods chose variables that were also selected by more permissive
algorithms, thus without overthrowing the underlying logic.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Feature selection on regular set; (b) feature selection on SHAP set

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Frequently selected variables; (b) Less considered variables

We find some expected variables among the most selected ones, such as CASH (availability of liquid resources), EBTA (EBIDTA) and PLAT (Profit and Loss After Taxes); we may
have expected a more involved role for debt variables (DEBT, LTDB and CULI), but this
could be explained by the fact that we plugged in many balance sheet variables, together
with some indexes (V1 to V12 variables), and relevant information is probably provided
by complementary measures and/or ratios. This makes sense since overall debt taken as
stand-alone measure does not necessarily imply a bad situation; it only has meaning when
compared to other entries such as turnover, current assets and so on.
We finally remark that so far we have been comparing models on the test set, which
comes from the same data preprocessing we used for the training set. To fully assess the
usefulness of SHAP as a contributor to feature selection methods, we should compare
the performance of all feature selection models, against that of the full model, on new,
unprocessed data. We present this comparison in the next Table 2, using the clean data
from 2020.
Table 2. Predictive performance on unseen data

Method

n. of Features

AUC

F1 Score

Full model
LASSO Regular
LASSO SHAP
Bi-directional feature selection Regular
Bi-directional feature selection SHAP
Boruta Regular
Boruta SHAP

49
7
15
27
33
26
45

0.8137
0.8012
0.8466
0.8294
0.8519
0.8480
0.8447

0.5167
0.5088
0.5364
0.5188
0.5407
0.5413
0.5430

From Table 2 we can see that relative performances on the 2020 data change with
respect to what obtained in Table 1. The advantage of SHAP feature selection, for both
LASSO and stepwise methods, is more evident than before. Whereas the previous caveats
for the Boruta method continue to apply.
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4. Conclusions and Future Works
In the paper, we have suggested to apply feature selection methods on the data transformed into Shapley values. Our findings show that this does improve model performance
and can also reduce computational costs.
The findings also show that the best trade-off between parsimony and predictive
power is obtained with a LASSO feature selection method applied to the SHAP-transformed
dataset.
Future works should continue to build and investigate the possibility of integrating
Shapley values with statistical model selection, as recently seen in the literature of network models (Giudici et al., 2020 [21]), and on stochastic ordering (Giudici and Raffinetti,
2020 [22] and Giudici and Raffinetti 2021 [23]). It would be interesting to test the approach
in different domains and within other feature selection algorithms, for instance in the
medical domain (see Baysal et al., 2020 [24]) or in remote sensing (see Janowski et al.,
2022 [25]).
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